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Abstract
Purpose: To develop an automated program that can generate the optimal beams for
whole breast radiation therapy (WBRT).
Methods and Materials: A total of twenty patients receiving WBRT were included in
this study. The computed tomography (CT) simulation images and structures of all 20
patients were used to develop and validate the program. All patients had the breast
planning target volume (PTV) contour drawn by physicians and radio-opaque catheters
placed on the skin during CT simulation. First, an initial beam was calculated based on
the CT images, the radio-opaque catheters, and the breast PTV contour. The beam
includes five main parameters: the gantry angles, the isocenter location, the field size,
the collimator angles, and the initial multi-leaf collimator (MLC) shape.
To optimize the beam parameters, a geometry-based objective function was constructed
to optimize target coverage and organ-at-risk (OAR) sparing. The objective function is
the weighted sum of the square of the relative volumes of the PTV outside the field and
the ipsilateral lung inside the field. Due to the curvature of the chest wall, a portion of
the ipsilateral lung will be included in the irradiated volume. The balance between PTV
coverage and OAR sparing is embodied by the relative weight of the lung volume in the
objective function, which was trained and validated from the clinical plans of the twenty
patients. Two different optimization schemes were developed to minimize the objective
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function: the exhaustive search and the local search. The search was conducted in a 2dimensional grid with the gantry angle (1° increments) and the isocenter location (1 mm
increments) as two axes and the initial beam as the origin point. For the exhaustive
search, the ranges of the gantry angle and the isocenter location are ±12° and ±21 mm.
The local search does not require a search range. The beam with the minimal objective
function value in the grid is considered optimal. The optimal beam was transferred to an
in-house automatic fluence optimization program developed specifically for WBRT. The
automatic plans were compared with the manually generated clinical plans for target
coverage, dose conformity and homogeneity, and OAR dose.
Results: The calculation time of the beam optimization was under one minute for all
cases. The local search (~15 s) took less time than the exhaustive search (~45 s), and the
two methods produced the same result for the same patient. The automatic plans have
overall comparable plan quality to the clinical plans, which usually take 1 to 4 hours to
make. Generally, the PTV coverage is improved while the dose to the ipsilateral lung
and the heart is similar. The breast PTV Eval V95% of all cases are above 95%, and the
mean V95% (97.7%) is increased compared with the clinical plans (96.8%). The ipsilateral
lung V16Gy is reduced for 14 out of 20 cases, and the mean V16Gy is decreased in the
automatic plans (12.6% vs. 13.6%). The average heart mean dose is slightly increased in
the automatic plans (2.06% vs. 1.99%).
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Conclusion: Optimal beams for WBRT can be automatically generated in one minute
given the patient’s simulation CT images and structures. The automated beam setup
program offers a valuable tool for WBRT planning, as it provides clinically relevant
solutions based on previous clinical practice as well as patient specific anatomy.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Breast Cancer and Whole Breast Radiation Therapy
1.1.1 Breast Cancer Statistics
Breast cancer is one of the most common cancers diagnosed among females in
the US and China. The American Cancer Society estimated that in 2016, breast cancer
accounted for 29% of all new cancer diagnoses among US women with 246,660 cases
(Siegel, Miller, & Jemal, 2016). It is the second leading cause (14%, or 40,450 deaths) of
cancer death after lung and bronchus cancer (26%) among women (DeSantis et al., 2016;
Siegel et al., 2016). In China in 2015, it was estimated that breast cancer was the most
diagnosed cancer in women at the ages of 30 to 59 years and the leading cause of cancer
death in women younger than 45 years (Chen et al., 2016). The estimated numbers of
breast cancer diagnoses and deaths among Chinese women in 2015 were 268,600 (15.1%
of all new cases) and 69,500 (6.9% of all cancer deaths), respectively (Chen et al., 2016).

1.1.2 Breast Cancer Screening and Treatment
As breast cancer is a leading cause of premature mortality among women, early
detection plays an important role in reducing its morbidity and mortality (Oeffinger et
al., 2015). Breast tumors are found in several ways: by the patient, in routine physical
examinations, or by mammography (Bentel, 1996). The rapid increase of breast cancer
incidence rates observed in the 1980s was largely due to the widespread use of
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mammography screening (DeSantis et al., 2016). The American Cancer Society
recommends that “women with an average risk of breast cancer should undergo regular
screening mammography starting at age 45 years” (Oeffinger et al., 2015, p. 1599). As a
result of mammography screening, the invasion, size, and nodal involvement of breast
cancers have shown dramatic decrease (Cady et al., 1996). Up to 20% to 30% of all
screen-detected breast cancers are ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS), which is an early,
non-invasive form of breast cancer once considered a rare disease (Ernster et al., 2002;
Nakhlis & Morrow, 2003). If treated properly, patients with early-stage breast cancer
usually have low recurrence rates and high quality of life (Pignol et al., 2008).
Breast-conserving therapy (BCT) consists of breast conserving surgery (BCS)
followed by adjuvant radiation therapy (RT), and is a standard treatment for early-stage
breast cancer (Pignol et al., 2008). BCS is also known as lumpectomy or partial
mastectomy and consists of surgical removal of the primary tumor with negative
margins while leaving as much normal tissue as possible. BCT has proven to result in
equivalent long-term survival rates as mastectomy, and it is often the treatment of choice
for women with relatively small breast cancers (Veronesi et al., 2002). Compared with
mastectomy, in which a woman’s entire breast is surgically removed, BCS can obtain a
better cosmetic result and improve the patient’s satisfaction (Al-Ghazal, Fallowfield, &
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Blamey, 2000). After the lumpectomy, adjuvant external beam radiation therapy to the
whole breast is considered standard of care.

1.1.3 Whole Breast Radiation Therapy
Radiation therapy was firstly used in breast cancer treatment to reduce the
locoregional recurrence rates following radical mastectomy (Bentel, 1996). A number of
randomized clinical trials and meta-analyses (Bijker et al., 2006; Fisher et al., 2002; E. B. C.
T. C. Group, 2006; Veronesi et al., 2002) demonstrate that adjuvant whole breast
radiation therapy (WBRT) significantly reduces ipsilateral breast tumor recurrence (IBTR)
rate for both invasive and non-invasive breast cancers, and improves survival in patients
with invasive breast cancer. Partial breast radiation therapy (PBRT) may also sometimes
be used after BCS. In this study, only setting up the beam for WBRT is included.
Historically, WBRT utilized wedges to compensate for the missing tissue in the
anterior breast seen from the beam’s eye view (BEV) and improve dose homogeneity in
the breast. Without wedges, the uniform photon beam fluence would result in large high
dose regions in the shallow part of the breast due to the anatomy of the breast. In the
BEV, the depth of the breast tissue decreases distally, so a wedge compensates for the
missing tissue. However, a wedge can only modulate the fluence in one direction. To
compensate for anterior-posterior direction and superior-inferior direction, multiple
wedges should be used. Plus, the wedge angles and the field size using a wedge are
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limited, and breasts are also often shaped irregularly with skin folds, excessive tissue,
and surgical areas. Therefore, it is difficult to achieve optimal dose homogeneity using
wedges alone. More complex dose modulation is needed to account for irregular tissue
variations in both anterior-posterior and superior-inferior directions.
In the clinic, the initial beams for WBRT are manually set by the dosimetrist and
subsequently adjusted and approved by the treating physician. The setup of a beam
includes its isocenter, gantry angle, collimator angle, couch angle, field size, and
MLC/block shape. Two parallel opposed tangential beams are used to irradiate the
whole breast (Figure 1). The gantry angles of the two beams are separated by
approximately 180 degrees (small adjustments may be made for some cases), and they
are angled to prevent the beams from diverging into the lung. The anterior field borders
are open 2~3 cm distal to the skin, which is also known as the skin flash region (orange
double arrow in Figure 1), to account for breast movement due to respiration and daily
setup variation.
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Skin Flash

Deep Field
Border

Figure 1: WBRT Setup. The two beams are shown in an axial slice of the
simulation CT images. The tissues within the field borders (the yellow lines) are
irradiated. The deep field border (marked) determines the irradiated volume (the part
of the patient covered by the beams). The orange double arrow marks the skin flash
margin.
In the BEV, the collimator can be rotated, or MLCs utilized to align the deep field
border along the chest wall curvature. In Figure 2, the long blue vertical curve is the
contour of the so-called midline catheter, a radio-opaque marker placed on the patient’s
skin to demarcate the medial edge of the breast tissue at the time of CT simulation. To
achieve opposed tangential beams, the two beams have the opposite collimator rotation.
Depending on patient anatomy, more or less adjustment of collimator rotations or MLC
may be needed and are not always required.
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Midline
Catheter

PTV

Deep Field
Border

Figure 2: Collimator Rotation in WBRT Setup. Seen in the BEV, the breast PTV
is covered by the rotated field (yellow rectangle), and the heart (magenta) is avoided.
The blue lines are the catheters, and the grayscale image is the digitally reconstructed
radiograph. The deep field border is the left side of the field, which is close to the
lung and the heart.
For patients with nodal involvement, the regional lymph nodes, including the
axillary, supraclavicular (SCV), and internal mammary nodes (IMNs), may also be
irradiated. The IMNs and lower axillary nodes are treated with the whole breast or chest
wall within the opposed tangential fields or with a separate electron beam, while the
SCV and upper axillary lymph nodes are treated with a third field adjacent to the
tangential beams (Bentel, 1996). This anterior oblique field is called the supraclavicular
field or SCV field. The inferior field border of the SCV field is carefully matched to the
superior border of the tangential fields to avoid hot or cold spots. This field-matching
problem can be solved by setting the same isocenter for all three fields with half-beam
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blocking, or by using collimator rotation and couch rotation for the tangential fields to
match to a half-beam blocked SCV field.

1.2 Breast Electronic Compensation Technique
As discussed, traditional wedge-based dose modulation for WBRT does not
achieve optimal dose homogeneity due to physical limitations (only four wedge angles
are commonly used). The fluence is not customized for each patient’s anatomy. The
invention of multileaf collimators (MLCs) has made it possible to achieve complex
intensity modulation by moving each leaf independently during irradiation. Therefore, a
technique called Electronic Compensation (ECOMP) has been more widely used for
dose modulation for WBRT in recent years, allowing customization for individual
patient anatomy. Similar to intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), which uses
non-uniform beam intensities (fluence) determined by computer-based optimization
techniques (Ezzell et al., 2003), ECOMP also modulates the intensity of each beam by
using dynamic multileaf collimators (dMLCs) (Friend, 2014). The missing tissue
compensation in this technique is achieved electronically with the MLC motion, hence
the name ECOMP.
In WBRT, ECOMP achieves missing tissue compensation without using physical
wedges. The MLC-based modulated fluence delivery for ECOMP enables more complex
fluence maps and achieves a more homogenous dose distribution in the breast.
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Conventionally speaking, IMRT plans are realized with the inverse optimization:
desired dose constraints are given beforehand, and the fluence maps are optimized by
computer algorithms to satisfy the constraints. However, ECOMP uses the forward
planning technique: the fluence maps are manually modified by the planner to
compensate for the missing tissue in a process called dose painting (Figure 3). The
fluence is the photon transmission in a pixel, which relates to the dose distribution
before the actual dose calculation; therefore, the fluence map is also known as the “dose
map” (Friend, 2014). The planner will iteratively modify the dose map after dose
calculation to improve the dose homogeneity. Since it is a forward planning technique
and features intensity modulation, ECOMP can be seen as a special type of IMRT or a
different technique altogether, depending on one’s definition of IMRT. Compared with
the inverse planning IMRT, the forward planning ECOMP can usually achieve better
dose homogeneity in the breast. In addition to whole breast irradiation, ECOMP can also
be used for other sites that feature irregular surfaces, such as whole brain radiation
therapy (Friend, 2014).
In Figure 3, the fluence is displayed as a colored map, with red for high fluence
and green for low fluence. As can be seen, some parts of the larger field shape do not
have any fluence because it is blocked by the MLCs. MLCs are adjusted by the planner
to generate the desired beam aperture, replacing the block used in the conventional
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wedge-based WBRT, with the goal of minimizing normal tissue within the treatment
field. The MLC shape that defines the beam aperture is referred to as the “initial MLC”
in this study to avoid confusion with the dynamic MLC used as the dose delivery
technique for ECOMP.

Figure 3: Dose Painting for Breast ECOMP. The larger rectangular field is
shaped by the X and Y jaws. The fluence within (colored) is modulated by the
dynamic MLC, indicating low fluence (green) to high fluence (red).
Clinically, ECOMP treatment planning is a complex process which requires
substantial experience of the planner. With the Eclipse Treatment Planning System (TPS)
(Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA), once the beam is determined, an irregular
surface compensator, i.e. the fluence, can be generated for each beam based on the tissue
penetration depth. Then, the 3D dose is calculated, and the planner can manually edit
the fluence according to the 3D dose distribution to achieve better dose homogeneity in
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a process known as dose painting. The dose painting process is iterative: the fluence
editing and dose calculation will be repeated many times until the dose distribution is
clinically acceptable. Thus, the treatment planning process usually takes 1 to 4 hours.

1.3 Knowledge-based Radiation Therapy
Radiation therapy treatment planning is a trial-and-error and time-consuming
process which requires the knowledge and expertise of the planner. In order to improve
the quality and consistency of treatment plans and to reduce treatment planning time for
complex techniques such as IMRT and ECOMP, efforts have been made to learn
knowledge inherent to the plans for a specific site. The process of mining knowledge
from optimal clinical plans in the past and subsequently guiding future planning
practice is referred to as knowledge-based planning (KBP), which is a part of the larger
concept of knowledge-based radiation therapy (KBRT). KBP has the potential of
automating the treatment planning for most cases, which can drastically improve the
clinical efficiency. High-quality clinical plans made by experts contain many clinical
considerations including planning target volume (PTV) coverage and organ-at-risk
(OAR) sparing. Using machine learning methods and computer programming, various
features of the clinical plans can be extracted and used to generate new plans
automatically. Since the anatomy of each patient is unique, automated treatment
planning needs to be individualized to adapt to every patient.
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KBRT originates from the idea that clinical knowledge can be quantified,
summarized, and applied by computer programs. The methods and strategies of KBRT
used in treatment planning have been studied and implemented. For example,
Appenzoller, Michalski, Thorstad, Mutic, and Moore (2012) developed a mathematical
framework from prior clinical plans to predict achievable OAR dose-volume histograms
(DVHs) based on individual patient anatomy. Yuan et al. (2012) quantitatively analyzed
the correlation of patient anatomical features with OAR dose sparing and identified
factors that explained significant amount of interpatient DVH variations in OARs. This
algorithm is implemented in the knowledge-based treatment planning tool RapidPlan
by Varian Medical Systems.
Similar to RapidPlan, an automated treatment planning system for WBRT is
under development in the Department of Radiation Oncology, Duke University Medical
Center (DUMC). This system aims to automatically create ECOMP plans for WBRT cases
in one minute, with comparable quality to clinical plans. The main advantage of the
automated system is that it reduces the treatment planning time and increases plan
consistency. In phase one of program development, automatic fluence optimization is
completed in the lab. It can read the patient’s simulation CT images and setup plan,
which contains the beams without fluence. Estimated fluence maps are generated for
each beam using a machine learning model and fine-tuned towards specific coverage
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requirement. This auto-planning system is able to generate high-quality WBRT plans
automatically. The planning time is drastically reduced from hours with manual
planning to under one minute with automatic planning.

1.4 Purpose of the Study
Similar to dose painting, determining the beams for WBRT also requires clinical
experience. The objective of WBRT is to irradiate the whole breast while sparing the
OARs as much as possible. The OARs of concern are mainly the ipsilateral lung and the
heart. Due to the anatomical structure of the breast PTV and the OARs, the orientation
and the location of the deep field border are crucial factors in balancing PTV coverage
and OAR sparing. By manually changing the gantry angles, isocenter location, and field
size, the irradiated volume can be changed. Due to the curvature of the chest wall, a
portion of the lung cannot be avoided with two tangential beams. When the breast PTV
extends significantly in the medial and lateral direction, a large portion of the lung will
be in the field if the PTV is fully covered. In some clinical plans, a trade-off has to be
made to sacrifice some PTV coverage for the sparing of the lung. This decision requires
the clinical judgement based on the knowledge and experience of the treating physician,
which can be incorporated into the beam setup program.
A setup plan contains beams with parameters such as isocenter location, gantry
angles, collimator angles, couch angles, field sizes, and initial MLC shapes, which are
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used for setting up the beams for treatment delivery. A study by Penninkhof et al. (2017)
demonstrated that different combinations of beam angles and isocenter position could
result in large variations in tradeoffs among OAR objectives, depending on beam angles
and patient anatomy. In a clinical setting, due to time and human resource limitations, it
is not feasible to calculate a large number of plans with different beams. Therefore, the
automatic process to generate the optimal beams for WBRT has clinical significance.
In the development of the fluence optimization program, the training setup plans
are extracted from the clinical plans. To automate the treatment planning process, the
setup plan also needs to be automatically generated. Hence, this study offers a valuable
tool to calculate the beams from patient CT images and structure sets to allow almost
fully automated treatment planning of WBRT.
In sum, the purpose of the study is to develop an automated beam setup
program to generate optimal beams for WBRT, which can improve target coverage and
reduce OAR dose. It can also facilitate the treatment planning process in the clinic and
allow automated treatment planning for WBRT.
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2. Materials and Methods
The workflow of the study is illustrated in Figure 4. The entire study includes the
development and evaluation of a beam setup optimization program. The program
consists of two main components: initial beam generation and beam optimization.
Fluence optimization was achieved with another program previously developed in the
lab, and dose evaluation was conducted between automatically generated plans and
clinical plans.

Figure 4: Workflow of the Study. The automatic treatment planning workflow
for WBRT is enclosed in the dashed lines.

2.1 Patient Selection
Twenty breast cancer patients treated with tangential WBRT at DUMC were
selected for this retrospective study after institutional review board (IRB) approval. The
simulation CT images, structure sets, and clinical plans of the patients were exported
14

from the clinical Eclipse TPS to the research Eclipse TPS. The patient data were in Digital
Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format. Four types of DICOM files
were involved in this study: “CT” for simulation CT images, “RS” for structure sets,
“RD” for dose distributions, and “RP” for radiation therapy plans.
All patients were treated with simple tangential beams with no nodal
involvement; therefore, there were no couch rotations or field matching with the
supraclavicular fields. The structures breast PTV and breast PTV Eval were manually
contoured for each patient by their treating physicians according to currently open
cooperative group protocols. The breast PTV, which often extends outside the patient,
was used for beam aperture generation, and breast PTV Eval was used for DVH
analysis; the breast PTV Eval is copied from the breast PTV and limited anteriorly within
the skin with a 5-mm margin (to remove most of the build-up region for the DVH
analysis) and posteriorly no deeper to the anterior surface of the ribs (RTOG, 2013). The
prescription (Rx) dose for all patients was 267 cGy per fraction for 15 fractions, and the
total dose was 40.05 Gy, which followed the hypofractionated whole breast irradiation
prescription studied in the UK Standardisation of Breast Radiotherapy (START) Trial
(Bentzen et al., 2008).
Among twenty patients, nine patients were treated for the right breast, and 11 for
the left breast. Generally, for patients with smaller breasts (smaller volume and/or breast
separation), two single-energy (6 MV) beams were used; for patients with larger breasts,
15

four mixed-energy (6 MV and 15 MV) beams were used. Depending on the patient
anatomy, collimator rotation and/or initial MLC was used. The energy selection and the
use of collimator rotation and initial MLC for each patient were determined by the
dosimetrist and treating physician. The detailed patient treatment information is listed
in Table 1, including the side, energy, and the use of collimator rotation and initial MLC.
Table 1: Patient Treatment Information.
Initial MLC

6X/15X

Collimator
Rotation
Yes

Right

6X

No

Yes

03

Left

6X/15X

Yes

No

04

Left

6X

No

Yes

05

Left

6X/15X

Yes

No

06

Right

6X

No

Yes

07

Left

6X/15X

Yes

Yes

08

Right

6X

No

No

09

Left

6X

Yes

Yes

10

Right

6X

No

No

11

Left

6X/15X

Yes

No

12

Right

6X

Yes

No

13

Left

6X/15X

Yes

Yes

14

Left

6X

Yes

Yes

15

Left

6X/15X

Yes

Yes

16

Left

6X/15X

No

Yes

17

Right

6X

Yes

No

18

Right

6X/15X

Yes

No

19

Left

6X/15X

Yes

Yes

20

Right

6X

No

No

Patient ID

Side

Energy

01

Right

02

16

No

In Table 1, “6X” and “15X” stand for 6 MV photon beam and 15 MV photon
beam; “Collimator Rotation” indicates the use of collimator rotation; “Initial MLC”
indicates the use of initial MLC. At Duke, the medial beams are called “1 MED” for 6
MV and “1A MED” for 15 MV; the lateral beams are called “2 LAT” for 6 MV and “2A
LAT” for 15 MV. A single energy plan has two 6X beams, and a mixed energy plan
usually has two 6X beams and two 15X beams. Except for the beam energy, the 6X and
15 X beams are otherwise identical.

2.2 Generation of Initial Beams
2.2.1 Gantry Angles and Isocenter Location
Before CT simulation, radio-opaque wires, i.e. surface catheters, were placed on
the patient’s skin by the dosimetrist to demarcate the breast tissue boundary and
reviewed by the treating physician. Four catheters were used to represent the four
borders: midline catheter, lateral catheter, superior catheter, and inferior catheter. For
patients with nodal involvement, another catheter was placed about 3 cm laterally to the
midline catheter toward the contralateral breast. The catheters showed up in the CT
image with very high Hounsfield Unit (HU). They acted as references for the beam
placement.
In the TPS, the coordinate system of the CT images was a Cartesian coordinate.
The +x direction pointed to the patient’s left; the +y direction pointed to the patient’s
posterior; the +z direction pointed to the patient’s superior (marked in the upper left
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corner of Figure 5). In clinical plans, the isocenter is placed in the z=0 axial plane, which
is a middle slice of the breast and set during CT simulation. In the initial beam generated
by the program, the x and y coordinates of the isocenter were determined by the location
of the midline and lateral catheter in the middle axial slice (z=0): the deep field border
was the straight line that crossed the two catheters (red line on Figure 5), and the
isocenter was the mid-point of the line (red dot on Figure 5). The gantry angles were the
angles between the central axes of the two beams and the –y axis. The angle “ga” on
Figure 5 is for the medial beam; the gantry angle of the lateral beam is ga + 180°.
x
y

z
Midline
Catheter

ga
Lateral
Catheter

isocenter

CT0

Figure 5: The Initial Gantry Angles and Isocenter Location. In this axial slice,
the central axis (red line) connects the midline and lateral catheters. Their midpoint is
the isocenter (red dot), which is at the intersection of two dashed lines. The gantry
angle (labeled “ga” in the figure) is the angle between the central axis and the -y axis.
The green cross is the origin point of the CT images (CT0).
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The simulation CT images and the structure set were exported from Eclipse in
DICOM format and read by a Matlab program. For all patients, the midline catheters
had contours while the lateral catheters did not. Therefore, the contour for midline
catheter was used to calculate its coordinates, and the lateral catheter was detected from
the images.
In the RS DICOM file, a structure consisted of a list of points that represent
coordinates of the structure outlie, i.e. the contour points. On one hand, to determine the
coordinates of the midline catheter, the coordinates of all the midline catheter contour
points were averaged in the middle axial slice. Since the midline and lateral catheters
were thin wires placed in the superior-inferior direction, they appeared as small circles
in the axial view. Thus, the average of the contour point coordinates was a good
approximation of the center of the midline catheter.
On the other hand, the lateral catheter needed to be detected from the CT images.
The search for the catheter was conducted in the middle axial slice, which was a
grayscale image with 512×512 pixels. The thickness of an CT axial slice was 3 mm, and
the pixel length was 1.1719 mm. Upon processing the patient CT images, the laterality of
treatment was unknown to the program: the tumor could either be in the left or right
breast, but the catheter was only placed at the treated breast. Therefore, two regions-ofinterest (ROIs) were selected to conduct the search––one for each breast. To account for
patient anatomical variations, the ROIs were shaped as two rectangles: on rows 200 to
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350, the column numbers are 30 to 150 and 350 to 470 (middle picture in Figure 6). The
pixel values in the ROIs were kept while the others were set to zero. The use of ROIs
could avoid detecting the midline catheter and other radio-opaque markers in the
following search.

ROI (left)

ROI (right)

Lateral Catheter

Figure 6: Detection of the Lateral Catheter in the Middle Slice. The pixels in 2
ROIs are cropped from the original image (left). The cropped image (middle) is
applied a threshold to highlight the pixels with high (> 1500) HU numbers (right).
In a CT image, the pixel values are in Hounsfield unit. For all cases, the catheters
had very high HU numbers of over 1500. To detect the catheter location, a threshold of
1500 was used to filter out the low HU pixels, and the whole image was converted to a
logical matrix of 1’s and 0’s (Figure 6). The Matlab function bwlabel was used to find
clusters of 1’s in the image. A cluster must satisfy several conditions for it to be
considered a candidate of the lateral catheter: all pixels of a cluster should be within a
6×6 pixels square so that it was geometrically small enough; of the two pixels at six
pixels to the right and left of the middle of the cluster, there was at least one that has HU
value smaller than -850 so that the cluster was on the lateral side of the patient’s skin.
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On the middle axial slice, there are usually three radio-opaque balls stuck on the
patient’s skin for laser alignment, which may interfere with the search of lateral
catheters as they are on both sides of the patient. For instance, in Figure 5, two balls are
each on top of the midline catheter and the lateral catheter; another one is on the
patient’s left side. If clusters were found on both sides of the patient, it was probable that
the radio-opaque balls were detected. Since they were only around 5 mm in diameter,
they would not appear 2 slices above or below the central slice. The search was then
repeated for a superior slice (6 mm or 2 slices superior) and an inferior slice (6 mm or 2
slices inferior) until clusters were only found on one side. On either side, in addition to
the lateral catheter, there could also be a circular breast wire placed around breast
(Figure 7). It also had high HU values to help the contouring, which could be detected as
a catheter, but they were always anterior to the lateral catheter.
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Breast Wire

Figure 7: The Breast Wire in the Central Slice. The breast wire (marked) can be
seen in this slice as two points at the edge of the breast PTV contour: one anterior to
the lateral catheter, and the other one lateral to the midline catheter.
When two or more clusters were detected on the same side, the most posterior
cluster was determined to be the lateral catheter. Since the catheter was mostly in the
superior-inferior direction, the x and y coordinates of the lateral catheter found in the
superior or inferior slice were used as an approximation of the location in the central
slice. As the initial setup, it was not critical to obtain the exact location of the lateral
catheter, so approximation was permitted.
Once the locations of the midline and lateral catheters were known, the gantry
angles of the medial and lateral field and the isocenter coordinates could be calculated.
A 180° separation was used between the two gantry angles to simplify the beam setup
unless the isocenter had to be located in the middle of the breast for a large breast. The
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angles were rounded to the nearest integer as in most clinical plans. The laterality was
determined by the location of the lateral catheter. If the image matrix column number of
the lateral catheter was smaller than 256, the case was right-sided; otherwise, it was leftsided.

2.2.2 Field Size
Once the gantry angles and isocenter location were calculated, the field size
could be calculated according to the breast PTV. The field size was determined by the
location of the four jaws: X1, X2, Y1, and Y2. Together they constituted the four borders
of a rectangular field. In the BEV, the field borders should encompass almost all of the
breast PTV delineated by the physician (Figure 8).

Breast PTV Eval

Superior
Margin

Field Border

Skin Flash
Ipsilateral Lung

Inferior
Margin

Figure 8: The Field Size. The field borders of a clinical plan are shown with
the structure contours in the BEV. The light green curves are the breast PTV Eval
contour, which is covered by the field. The skin flash region is anterior to the breast.
Superior and inferior margins are added to Y2 and Y1.
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The anterior X jaw should open to about 3 cm anterior to the breast in the BEV as
the skin flash region (Figure 8). The search for the skin surface was conducted in the
middle axial slice (Figure 9) where the depth of the breast tissue was close to its
maximum value of all slices. The starting point was the isocenter, and the search
direction was perpendicular to the central axes of the tangential fields (the direction of
the white arrow in Figure 9). In CT images, the HU value of air was close to -1000. The
search point moved one column laterally each time until the pixel value was smaller
than -950 HU. To avoid mistaking lung for air, five additional pixels were tested for their
HU values, each at five columns lateral to the previous one. If all five pixels had HU
values smaller than -900, the first pixel was considered as the skin surface. The distance
between the skin surface and the isocenter was calculated, which was the base X jaw
size. A 3-cm skin flash margin (red double arrow in Figure 9) is then added to form the
total X jaw size (green double arrow in Figure 9).
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Figure 9: Determining Anterior X Jaw Size. In the middle axial slice, the
anterior X jaw size (green double arrow) consists of the distance from the isocenter to
the skin (white arrow) and the skin flash margin (red double arrow).
From the RS DICOM file, the coordinates of the contour points of breast PTV
were extracted. Since the z coordinate of the isocenter was 0, the absolute values of the
maximum and minimum z coordinates of the breast PTV were used to calculate Y2 and
Y1, respectively. Due to beam divergence in the superior-inferior direction, a 2-cm
margin was added superiorly and inferiorly, which produced the closest Y jaw sizes to
the clinical plans. The Y jaw sizes were rounded down to the nearest half integer if they
were smaller than 11 cm and the nearest integer if they were larger than 11 cm because
the 120-leaf Millennium MLC used in the Varian TrueBeam systems at DUMC had 0.5
cm leaf width within 10 cm (40 leaf pairs) from the isocenter and 1 cm leaf width beyond
10 cm (20 leaf pairs) from the isocenter.
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2.2.3 Collimator Rotation
With increasing longitudinal coordinate in the superior direction, the midline
catheter slightly curves posteriorly in the BEV for most patients because it follows the
shape of the chest wall. Therefore, the collimator can be rotated for a few degrees to fit
the breast PTV better (Figure 10). Normally, in the cases without collimator rotation,
initial MLC is used to block normal tissue in the field if needed.

Figure 10: Collimator Rotation. The collimators in this clinical plan are rotated
to fit the breast PTV better and spare more normal tissues.
The purpose of collimator rotation was to align the posterior X jaw border with
the midline catheter and to have the field border follow along the chest wall curvature.
For a pair of tangential fields with 180° gantry angle difference, their collimator angles
should be the opposite (their sum is 360°), e.g. 5° and 355°. Thus, it was only necessary
to calculate the collimator rotation of the medial field. The structure contour of the
midline catheter was available in all cases, which can be used in this calculation.
In the RS DICOM file, the coordinates of the contour points of the midline
catheter were found. As the central axes of the two fields crossed the midline catheter in
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the central slice, the isocenter was located at the midline catheter on the digitally
reconstructed radiographs (DRRs). The DRR is a digital projection image at the isocenter
plane seen from the source of the linac. The collimator rotation was the rotation of the
field borders with respect to the isocenter in the BEV. Figure 11 is an illustration of how
the collimator angle is determined. The collimator angle was calculated as follows: the
coordinates of the contour points of the midline catheter on the slice closest to the z =
Y2/2 plane were averaged to one point representing the catheter location on that slice;
the averaged catheter point was projected onto the DRR plane (represented by the gray
dot in Figure 11); the angle between the vector from the isocenter (red dot in Figure 11)
to the projection point and the +z axis was calculated and rounded to the nearest integer;
the maximum collimator rotation in either direction was set at 7°, which was consistent
with the clinical plans. When the patient was on the left side in the BEV, the collimator
could only rotate counterclockwise; otherwise, it could only rotate clockwise.
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Figure 11: Collimator Angle Calculation. This is a simple diagram showing
how the collimator angle is determined for a beam. In the BEV, the collimator is
rotated so that the deep field border would better fit the curvature of the midline
catheter.

2.2.4 Initial MLC
Since the X jaws and Y jaws were opened to form a rectangular field, there would
be some normal tissue in the field seen in the BEV even with the collimator rotation. In
order to spare the normal tissue, the initial MLC could be shaped to conform to the
breast PTV in the posterior field edge (Figure 12). It served the same function as blocks
in the conventional wedge-based WBRT as it changed the shape of the field border.
However, it was not used in every clinical plan; the decision to use initial MLC was
made by the physician.
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Initial MLC

Figure 12: The Clinical Initial MLC. The field border shaped by the initial
MLC (marked by yellow arrows) in this clinical plan (patient 02) is shown by the
jagged yellow lines. The two figures are the BEVs of the medial field (left) and the
lateral field (right).
The initial MLC was calculated according to the projections of the relevant
structure contours on the DRR plane. First, as the isocenter and gantry angles were
known, the contour points of the breast PTV, the midline catheter, and the heart were
projected to the DRR plane in separate images. The images were rotated by the
collimator angle so that the X jaws were in the vertical direction. Then, for each structure,
the posterior MLC shape was calculated based on the edge of the projection. Only the
MLC leaves in the jaw were calculated; the leaves behind by the jaws were set to a
default position. The posterior leaves were open to the posterior edges of the midline
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catheter and the breast PTV, and the anterior edge of the heart so that the first two
structures were covered while the heart was blocked. The three structures would create
three sets of leaf positions, which were given different priorities to combine into one.
The midline catheter had the lowest priority, and the breast PTV had the highest priority
(Figure 13).

Figure 13: Calculation of the Initial MLC. The base initial MLC shape is
determined by the midline catheter in the BEV (left). If the heart is not completely
blocked, the MLC will be shaped to block the heart (middle). The breast PTV has the
highest priority (right): it will always be in the field unless it is outside the field
border to begin with.
For example, at one leaf position, if the heart edge was anterior to the midline
catheter, the leaf would close to block the heart; however, if the breast PTV had overlap
with the heart in the BEV, the leaf would open to adequately cover the breast PTV by
sacrificing a portion of the heart. In clinical plans, the posterior-inferior corners of the
fields were usually blocked if there was no breast PTV. Therefore, for the few leaves
inferior to the breast PTV, they were shaped to be a corner block to spare the normal
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tissue (Figure 14). Finally, the initial MLC was smoothed to eliminate sharp edges. The
anterior leaves were opened to the field border to retain the skin flash region.

Figure 14: The Automatically Generated Initial MLC. This field border is
generated by the auto-planning system for patient 02. The two figures are the BEVs of
the medial field (left) and the lateral field (right). The PTV coverage is comparable to
the clinical plan.

2.3 Beam Optimization
2.3.1 Target and OAR Coverage Calculation
Given a setup plan, the target and OAR coverage (the portion in the field) of each
beam could be quantitatively calculated. In Matlab, the structures (breast PTV and
OARs) and the irradiated volume were represented by 3-D Boolean matrices, so the
coverage calculation could be simplified to logical calculation. A desired beam covers
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the breast PTV while sparing the ipsilateral lung and the heart in its field. Due to the
anatomy of the breast and the OARs, a tradeoff had to be made between PTV coverage
and OAR sparing.
The irradiated volume matrix represents all the voxels in the field, which was
determined by the deep field border (Figure 15). The deep field border was defined by
the central axis line of the beam because the beam was half blocked, and it provided
sufficient information to calculate the irradiated volume: all the voxels in the field
anterior to the deep field border toward the skin could be included as the irradiated
volume; the anterior field borders did not affect the irradiated volume as they were set
outside of the skin. Without collimator rotation and initial MLC, the deep field border
passed through the isocenter in all slices. If collimators were rotated, the point on the
field border would be shifted in the perpendicular direction of the central axis line. The
shift length is z × tan(θ) in the posterior direction, where θ is the collimator angle. If
initial MLC was used, the field border was according to the leaf positions. Since the
initial MLC shapes were almost identical in the medial and lateral fields, the field border
shift was calculated based on the initial MLC from the medial field only.
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Figure 15: Irradiated Volume Matrix. All voxels anterior to the deep field
border are included in the irradiated volume matrix (white area on the right).
A structure matrix represents all voxels that belong to a particular structure
(enclosed by its contour points). For the breast PTV and the OARs, the 3-D coordinates
of the contour points were read from the RS DICOM file. For each slice, the coordinates
were converted to pixels in the axial CT image, and the pixels were smoothed to form a
closed structure. Once all the points on the border were accounted for, the enclosed area
was set to 1, unless it was already covered by a smaller area within. In that case, the
smaller area was not part of the structure but rather a hole in the structure. The
“exclusive or” logical operation was used in this calculation. Thus, the overlap of two
areas in one structure was not included, which allowed “holes” in structures.
For each structure, its volume was calculated by counting the number of voxels
with value 1 in the 3-D Boolean matrix. The in-field volumes of the structures were
calculated by combining the structure matrix with the field matrix using the “and”
logical operator, which generated the overlap of the two volumes. For beam
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optimization, the percentage volumes of the breast PTV outside the field, the ipsilateral
lung inside the field, and the heart inside the field were used.

2.3.2 Objective Function
Inspired by IMRT optimization, a geometry-based objective function was
constructed for beam optimization. As the objective of the optimization was to maximize
PTV coverage and minimize OAR dose, the objective function used the percentage
volumes calculated above. Quadratic functions were used to construct the soft
constraints for the breast PTV and the lung in the objective function. Mathematically, it
was expressed as
2
2
𝛺 = 𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑣_𝑜𝑢𝑡
+ 𝑎 ∙ 𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑛
,

(1)

where Ω was the objective function; 𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑣_𝑜𝑢𝑡 was the percentage volume of the breast
PTV outside the field; 𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑛 was the percentage volume of the ipsilateral lung inside
the field; 𝑎 was a coefficient to adjust the relative importance of the two terms in the
objective function. For example, if 1% of the breast PTV is outside the field, and 10% of
the ipsilateral lung is inside the field, the objective function is equal to 1 + 102 × a. For
most patients, the two variables changed in opposite directions when the beam changed.
Increasing the PTV coverage would also increase the volume of irradiated lung tissue.
Based on clinical considerations, the planner would choose an appropriate balance
between the two factors. For the heart, a hard constraint was used to limit the percentage
of the heart in the field to 5%. The heart dose was only of concern in left-sided cases, and
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heart coverage varied significantly from case to case depending on the patient anatomy.
Among the clinical plans studied, the highest percentage volume of the heart in the
radiation field was just under 5%. Therefore, a hard constraint of 5% was sufficient and
convenient for beam optimization.

2.3.3 Coefficient Training
The balance between PTV coverage and OAR sparing could be learned from the
clinical plans, which is often implicitly expressed during manual planning. For each
clinical plan, the coverage of the breast PTV and the ipsilateral lung was calculated
using the method described above with small adjustments: for a clinical plan with nonzero posterior X jaw positions, its deep field border was shifted by the mean value of the
two opposing fields’ X jaw positions. The percentage volumes of the breast PTV outside
the field and the lung inside the field were used to train the coefficient 𝑎 in the objective
function (Equation 1).
By changing the beams in the clinical plans, it was possible to improve PTV
coverage and OAR sparing simultaneously. Thus, the clinical plans were not directly
used as ground truths to train the coefficient. To learn from the clinical knowledge
embedded in the plans, the following procedures were followed.
First, a two-dimensional search space was created for each patient that contained
plans with different gantry angles and isocenter locations. Since the initial beam was
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based on catheters, it could be used as a reference point in the search space. The options
to use collimator rotation and initial MLC were set to be the same as the clinical plan.
The two main parameters that determine the irradiated volume were the gantry
angles and the isocenter location, which had one and three degrees of freedom,
respectively. The range of the gantry angles was ±10° from the initial gantry angles
determined by the midline and lateral catheters with 1° increment. The gantry angle
difference of the medial and lateral beams was fixed at 180°, so there was only one
variable. To reduce the dimension of the isocenter shift, the isocenter was restricted to
the central axial slice along the perpendicular line to the initial central axis (90°
difference with the gantry angle) at the initial isocenter location. The dimension of the
isocenter shift was thus reduced from three to one. The shift was limited to ±10 mm from
the initial isocenter location with 1 mm increment, which was enough for all testing
cases. In clinical practice, it is desirable to keep the source-to-surface distances (SSDs)
roughly the same for the two tangential fields to avoid collision and improve dose
homogeneity. Since the initial isocenter was at the midpoint of the two catheters on the
skin, the SSDs were still similar if the gantry rotation was changed by a small angle. The
isocenter shift along the central axis direction would not change the deep field border
because the posterior X jaw was closed.
The collimator angles, if used, were kept the same for all the plans in the search
space for consistency. Since the angle was calculated with the initial isocenter and a
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point on the midline catheter, it was not appropriate to recalculate it after the isocenter
had been moved. The small change in gantry angles would have limited influence on the
collimator angle calculation. As the collimator angle did not have a large influence on
the irradiated volume, using the same value is adequate for this application.
The parameter changed for each plan in the search space was the initial MLC if it
was used. When the gantry angles and the isocenter location were changed, the source
position and the isocenter plane were changed with them. In the BEV, the initial MLC
was conformed to the structures according to the same set of rules described above.
Changing the initial MLC for each set of beam parameters could ensure good PTV
coverage and OAR sparing.
Then, the clinical beam was identified in the search space. Since the clinical plans
may not follow the rules for the automatically generated plans, the closest plan in the
search space needed to be found. The two opposing fields may have non-integer gantry
angles, sometimes with difference other than 180°. In this case, the lateral field’s gantry
angle was added or subtracted 180° and averaged with the medial field’s gantry angle.
This angle was rounded to the nearest integer as the automatic plan’s gantry angle. The
isocenter of the clinical plan was projected onto the perpendicular line of the automatic
plan’s central axis. The isocenter shift was the distance between the projected point and
the initial isocenter. When the posterior X jaws had non-zero values, the values in the
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two fields were averaged, and the isocenter was shifted by the averaged X jaw value to
an effective isocenter location.
The out-of-field PTV volume and the in-field lung volume were used to train the
coefficient. The automatic plan found in the search space was not identical with the
clinical plan as the Y jaws, collimator angles, and initial MLC may not be the same.
However, the field coverage of the two plans was very similar. The clinical knowledge
in balancing between PTV coverage and OAR sparing could be manifested in the two
variables 𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑣_𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑛. Even though the clinical plans were not optimal, they
were close to the optimal plans. The coefficient training tried to minimize the difference
between a clinical plan and the optimal plan in its search space, which followed the
expression
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𝛼 = argmin ∑ [
𝑎

𝑖=1

2
1
(𝛺𝑖,𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 (𝑎) − 𝛺𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑎))] .
1+𝑎

(2)

α is the value of 𝑎 in Equation 1 that minimizes the difference of the objective functions
between the clinical and optimal plans. This difference is represented by the summation
term. For the i’th patient, 𝛺𝑖,𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 (𝑎) is the objective function value of the clinical plan
for coefficient 𝑎; 𝛺𝑖,𝑚𝑖𝑛 (𝑎) is the minimal objective function value in the search space for
1

this patient. The term 1+𝑎 normalizes the objective function when 𝑎 changes. By
summing by the differences for 20 patients, the coefficient included the clinical
experience in the clinical plans. Equation 2 returns the value of the coefficient that
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minimize the summation. Although the optimal coefficient for each patient may vary,
the combined result was a generalization of the knowledge embedded in the clinical
plans. A leave-one-out cross-validation was performed to verify the result. Each time,
the coefficient was trained with the clinical plans of 19 patients and validated with the
remaining patient. The process was repeated for 20 times, leaving out one patient at a
time.

2.3.4 Optimization Schemes
After the coefficient 𝑎 was determined, it was used in the objective function
(Equation 1) to obtain the optimal beam parameters. The starting point of the
optimization was the initial beam based on the catheters. Similar to the coefficient
training process, a search space was constructed for the patient. Two optimization
schemes were proposed.
The first method was exhaustive search. The range of the gantry angle was ±12°
around the initial value. With 1° step size, there were 25 gantry angle choices. The range
of the isocenter location candidate was ±21 mm along the vertical line of the initial
central axis on the isocenter plane. With 1 mm step size, there were 43 isocenter location
choices. Since the total number of combinations of different gantry angles and isocenter
locations was over 1000, a coarse grid was calculated first with 3° and 3 mm steps, which
added up to 135 plans. The minimal objective function was found in this coarse grid.
Then, the objective function was calculated for additional 24 plans within 2° and 2 mm
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of the optimal plan in the coarse grid. The final optimal plan had the minimal objective
function within these 25 plans. A 2-D grid was generated to visualize the objective
function values of all calculated plans. In this method, the grid size and interval could be
easily adjusted.

Figure 16: The Objective Function for Patient 01. The plot shows the trend of
the objective function when the gantry angle and isocenter are changed. The center
pixel is the initial beam. The horizontal axis is the gantry angle of the medial field
changed within 10°. The vertical axis is the isocenter location shifted within 10 mm.
From the exhaustive search method, it was noted that the objective functions for
all patients did not have multiple local minima (Figure 16). Therefore, a local search
method was proposed to find the minimum of the objective function faster. The starting
point of the local search was the initial beam. The objective function values of the four
neighboring points (above, below, left, and right) were calculated. Of the five points, the
one with the smallest objective function value replaced the previous starting point.
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When optimizing, the calculation results were stored, and each point would be
calculated no more than once. If the starting point had smaller objective function than its
neighbors, it was considered the optimal point, and the local search was complete. Since
fewer plans were calculated with this method, the calculation time was significantly
shorter especially when the initial beam was close to the optimal solution.
The beam parameters, e.g. the gantry angles and the isocenter location, of the
optimal setup plan were calculated as discussed above. Then, the plan was written into a
RP DICOM file, which contained two beams for single energy or four beams for mixed
energy. The beam parameters of the 15X beams were the same as the 6X beams. The plan
file was imported into Eclipse for reviewing and subsequent fluence optimization.

2.4 Fluence Optimization
The automated fluence optimization component of the auto-planning system was
previously developed in the lab (Figure 17). The program is written in Matlab and has a
graphical user interface (GUI). It reads the CT, RS, and RP DICOM files and produces
optimal fluence maps for beams initiated from the setup plan. There are two main steps
in the optimization: fluence estimation and fluence fine-tuning. For all cases, the
prescription dose was 40.05 Gy in 15 fractions with 267 cGy per fraction, which was
same as the clinical plans.
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Figure 17: Fluence Optimization Program GUI. The CT and DRR images are
displayed on the left side. The “Load Patient” button loads the DICOM files; the
“Generate fluence” button estimates the initial fluence; and the “Optimize” button
optimize the fluence maps according to patient anatomy.
First, an initial fluence was generated with a machine learning algorithm
Random Forest (RF) model. An RF model constructed multiple decision trees and
generated the mean prediction of individual trees. This RF model was trained for single
energy and mixed energy separately, with a total of 150 trees. The input variables were
shape-based features, including DRR intensities, penetration depth, centroid depth,
beamlet angles, and so on. The output variable was the estimated fluence. This initial
fluence could be imported into Eclipse for dose calculation. The initial dose distribution
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was calculated, and a normalization value was manually selected to ensure adequate
coverage of the breast PTV Eval with the 100% prescription isodose.
The calculated volume dose was then exported as RD DICOM files, which were
read again by the optimization program. The initial fluence was fine-tuned to fit the
patient’s specific anatomical structure, which could reduce the high dose volume and
increase dose homogeneity. In the fluence fine-tuning, reference points were identified;
centrality correction was performed; and baseline dosimetric parameters were applied to
reference points. In practice, it was all done in one click of the button, and the calculation
time was under one minute.
After the fluence optimization completed, the optimal fluence was imported back
into Eclipse for final dose calculation. Treatment planning completed as the final dose
calculation finished. The quality of the automatically generated plans was compared
with the manually generated clinical plans.

2.5 Plan Evaluation
The plan quality was evaluated in several aspects: PTV coverage, lung dose,
heart dose, dose conformity, and dose homogeneity. The breast PTV Eval and the
ipsilateral lung were used to evaluate the PTV and lung dose. The metrics for plan
evaluation included PTV V90% (the percentage volume of the breast PTV Eval that
receives 90% of the prescription dose), PTV V95%, the total volume of 105% isodose in the
patient, the ipsilateral lung V16Gy, V8Gy, V4Gy, the heart mean dose, maximum dose in the
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patient, and the conformity index (CI). CI is defined as “the ratio of the volume covered
by the 95% prescription isodose over the volume of breast PTV Eval” (RTOG, 2013, p.
37).
For each patient, the data from the clinical plan and the automatic plan were
compared with each other, and they were both compared against the normal tissue
constraints in the RTOG 1005 protocol (RTOG, 2013). The PTV coverage (V90% and V95%)
should be as close to 100% as possible to improve local control. The PTV constraints in
RTOG 1005 are V95% > 95% (per protocol) and V90% > 90% (variation acceptable) For the
lung dose, the ipsilateral lung V16Gy was primarily used as the comparison metric, and
the V8Gy and V4Gy were also recorded. The ipsilateral lung constraints are V16Gy < 15%,
V8Gy < 35%, V4Gy < 50% (per protocol) and V16Gy < 20%, V8Gy < 40%, V4Gy < 55% (variation
acceptable). Lower lung dose is desirable as it reduces the probability of complications
in the lung. Exposure of the heart increases the subsequent rate of ischemic heart disease,
and the increase is proportional to the mean dose of the heart (Darby et al., 2013).
Therefore, the heart mean dose was used for the evaluation of the plans. The RTOG 1005
constraints for the heart mean dose are 320 cGy (per protocol) and 400 cGy (variation
acceptable), which correspond to 8% and 10% of prescription. The maximum dose and
the volume of 105% prescription isodose (V105%) were recorded to reflect the dose
homogeneity. The RTOG 1005 constraints for the maximum dose are 115% (per protocol)
and 120% (variation acceptable). At DUMC, the maximum dose is limited to 110%, and
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the V105% should not exceed 200 cc. Ideally, the maximum dose should be between 105%
and 110% prescription dose, and the V105% should be minimized. However, in many
cases, dose homogeneity and PTV coverage are conflicting; compromises between the
two have to be made. The conformity of a plan indicates how well the treated volume
matches with the PTV. The RTOG 1005 definition is based on the 95% prescription
isodose volume and the PTV volume, which were both read from Eclipse. The RTOG
constraints for CI are 0.95 ~ 2.0 (per protocol) and 0.85 ~ 2.5 (variation acceptable). The
ideal CI should be in the range of 1 and 2: if CI is too low, the PTV is not adequately
covered; if it is too high, more normal tissues are irradiated.
In the clinic, the DVHs of the target and OARs were inspected by the planner to
evaluate the plan quality. To increase the efficiency and accuracy of data acquisition, the
dose-volume data were extracted by an Eclipse application programming interface (API)
script. The heart mean dose, the maximum dose, and the structure volumes were read in
Eclipse and saved manually.
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3. Results
3.1 Automatic Beam Setup Program Efficacy and Efficiency
In the training and validation of the coefficient, the results trained with different
datasets were all 0.002 except when patient 07 was left out, which gave the result of
0.001. As the two coefficients only had a small difference, they produced very similar
plans for the same patient.
For all 20 patients, the optimized setup plan was generated within one minute.
The automatic beam setup program can accommodate various patient sizes and produce
consistent results. Since the objective function is designed to minimize OAR dose and
maximize PTV coverage at the same time, the beams did not cover extra normal tissue or
miss too much PTV. Therefore, the generated plans had consistent quality.
Another advantage of the program is the short calculation time. The initial beam
was generated within seconds, and the subsequent beam optimization was completed in
one minute. The local search method took less time than the exhaustive search method,
especially when the optimal beam is close to the initial one (Figure 18). For patient 01,
the local search method only calculated 19 setup plans in order to find the minimum
objective function. In comparison, the exhaustive search method calculated 151 plans in
total. In Figure 18, the uncalculated plans are given the objective function value of 100
for display purposes. Comparing the two methods, the calculation time was reduced
significantly from 45 seconds with the exhaustive search to 15 seconds with the local
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search. If the planner chooses to use initial MLC to block normal tissues, the calculation
time will be slightly longer since it is calculated for each plan and each field individually.

Figure 18: The Objective Function Plots. The two plots are generated by the
exhaustive search method (left) and local search method (right) for patient 01. The
same minimum point is marked in both plots.
The generated grids in the exhaustive search method showed that the objective
function only had one local minimum in the search space. Therefore, it could be reached
by the local search method. Consequently, the two methods produced the same optimal
setup plans for all patients. The optimal setup plans were imported into Eclipse, and the
fluence was optimized by the automatic fluence optimization program. Thus, automated
treatment planning for WBRT is achieved.
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3.2 Comparison Between Clinical and Automatic Plans
3.2.1 PTV Coverage and Lung Sparing
The automatically generated plans were compared with the clinical plans using
several metrics, including dose-volume data for the breast PTV Eval and the lung, which
are closely related to the beam parameters. The original data are listed in Table 2 for the
clinical plans and Table 3 for the automatic plans (see Appendix). In all plots, a black
diagonal line is drawn for easier comparison between the clinical plans and the
automatic plans.

Figure 19: Comparison of V95% of the breast PTV Eval. The horizontal axis is
the value of the clinical plan, and the vertical axis is the value of the automatic plan.
Each patient is represented by a small circle on this plot. The red dashed lines
indicate the RTOG 1005 (2013) protocol of V95% > 95%. The black diagonal line
indicates the same V95% value for both clinical plan and automatic plan.
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Figure 20: Comparison of V16Gy of the Ipsilateral Lung. The red lines indicate
the RTOG 1005 protocols of V16Gy < 15% (per protocol, solid) and V16Gy < 20% (variation
acceptable, dashed).
The V95% of the breast PTV Eval and the V16Gy of the ipsilateral lung are plotted in
Figure 19 and Figure 20 respectively. In Figure 19, V95% means the percentage volume of
the breast PTV Eval that receives at least 95% prescription dose. In theory, V 95% should
be as high as possible to guarantee PTV coverage. In RTOG 1005 protocols, the V 95% of
breast PTV Eval should be larger than 95%; the acceptable variation is V90% > 90%. The
V95% of the clinical plans range from 90% to 100%, and the V90% are all above 95%. For a
patient, if the dot is above the diagonal line, the automatic plan has higher V95% (better
PTV coverage) than the clinical plan. Therefore, for 12 out of 20 patients, the automatic
plan has better PTV coverage than the clinical plan. For the other 8 patients, the V 95% are
slightly reduced when using the auto-planning system, but the values are still within the
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limit of the RTOG 1005 protocol. For 5 patients, the V 95% of the clinical plans is lower
than 95%, but it increases to over 95% in the automatic plan.
In Figure 20, the V16Gy of the ipsilateral lung is plotted. V16Gy means the
percentage volume of the ipsilateral lung that receives at least 16 Gy of dose. The RTOG
1005 protocol sets the constraints at V16Gy < 15% (per protocol) and V16Gy < 20% (variation
acceptable). In the region below the diagonal line, the automatic plan has smaller V 16Gy
and spares the lung better than the clinical plan. In all 20 cases, 14 cases have better lung
sparing in the automatic plans; for 6 cases, the V16Gy slightly increases, and only one case
(20.09%) slightly exceeds the acceptable limit. The contralateral lung dose is negligible in
all cases.

3.2.2 Heart Mean Dose
The dose to the heart was evaluated by the heart mean dose. As can be seen from
Figure 21, the left-sided cases have higher heart dose than the right-sided cases. For the
right-sided cases, the radiation fields are farther away from the heart; therefore, the dose
to the heart is mostly caused by scattered radiation, and the heart mean dose is around
1% (40 cGy) of the prescription dose. For the left-sided cases, the heart mean dose is over
1% and has a larger variation than the right-sided cases. The heart dose-volume data
(e.g. V8Gy and V16Gy) are all within the constraints in the RTOG 1005 protocol. In all
automatic and clinical plans for left-sided cases, the maximal heart V16Gy is 4.7% (the
constraint is 5%), and the maximal heart V8Gy is 6.69% (the constraint is 30%);
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Most points are scattered around the diagonal line, meaning that the automatic
plans have comparable heart mean dose with the clinical plans. 6 out of 20 cases have
lower heart mean dose in the automatic plan. The heart mean doses in all cases are
within the limit in RTOG 1005 protocol. For two left-sided clinical plans with over 4% of
heart mean dose, their values are reduced significantly from 7.3% and 4.6% to 4.9% and
3.0%, respectively.

Figure 21: Comparison of the Heart Mean Dose. The unit for the dose is the
percentage of the prescription dose. The blue circles are right-sided cases, and the red
circles are the left-sided cases. With the prescription dose of 40 Gy, the red lines are
the RTOG 1005 constraints: 320 cGy (per protocol, solid) and 400 cGy (variation
acceptable, dashed).

3.2.3 Dose Conformity and Uniformity
The conformity index is plotted in Figure 22. As shown, the automatic plans and
the clinical plans have comparable dose conformity, and all CI values are within the
constraints of RTOG 1005 protocol.
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Figure 22: Comparison of the Conformity Index. In RTOG 1005 protocol, the
constraints of the CI are 0.95 ~ 2.0 (per protocol, red solid lines) and 0.85 ~ 2.5
(variation acceptable, red dashed lines).
The dose uniformity was measured by the maximal point dose (𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 ) and the
volume of the 105% prescription isodose (high dose volume). The maximal point dose is
plotted in Figure 23. As can be seen, the 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 of the clinical plans is slightly smaller than
the automatic plans in 13 cases. The 𝐷𝑚𝑎𝑥 of 4 automatic plans exceeds the DUMC
constraint of 110% prescription dose, but they are still smaller than the 115% constraint
in the RTOG 1005 protocol. The 105% prescription isodose volume is plotted in Figure
24. The absolute volume is measured in cubic centimeter (cc). The constraint used at
DUMC is 200 cc. In most cases, the clinical plan and the automatic plan are both within
this limit. Two cases exceed the limit of 200 cc (i.e. 295 cc and 390 cc).
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Figure 23: Comparison of the Maximal Point Dose. The red lines are the
constraint of 115% prescription dose in RTOG 1005 protocol; the blue lines are the
constraint of 110% prescription dose used at DUMC.

Figure 24: Comparison of 105% Prescription Isodose Volume. The V105% are
measured in absolute volume (cc). The blue lines are the constraint of 200 cc used at
DUMC.
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4. Discussion
An automated beam setup program for whole breast radiation therapy was
developed in this study. As a standalone program, it can provide the planner with an
optimal beam setup within a minute. In conjunction with the automated fluence
optimization program, automatic treatment planning using prior clinical knowledge can
be achieved. The clinical feasibility of the auto-planning system will require further
study.

4.1 Plan Quality and Planning Time
In the clinic, ECOMP is an effective technique to achieve high-quality WBRT
plans. However, the plan quality and planning time can vary from planner to planner
depending on their clinical experience. An ECOMP plan usually takes several hours to
complete as it is a manual iterative process. With the auto-planning system, a highquality ECOMP plan can be generated within a few minutes even by someone without
much clinical experience.
Compared with manual treatment planning, the automatic beam setup program
can quantitatively achieve near optimal balance between PTV coverage and OAR
sparing. Due to the curved shape of the PTV and the chest wall, PTV coverage and lung
sparing are a pair of conflicting constraints. For example, the percentage volumes
𝑉𝑝𝑡𝑣_𝑜𝑢𝑡 and 𝑉𝑙𝑢𝑛𝑔_𝑖𝑛 of the automatically generated plans for patient 01 are plotted in a 2D point plot in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: The PTV and Lung Coverage of Patient 01. Each cross represents an
automatically generated plan. The horizontal axis is the percentage volume of the
breast PTV outside of the field, and the vertical axis is the percentage volume of the
ipsilateral lung inside the field.
The beam setup program can calculate the volume of the structures in the field
for a large number of possible plans. In the figure above, the volume data of 441
automatic plans are plotted. The objective of the optimization is to minimize both
percentage volumes in this plot. Therefore, only the plans on the lower left surface, also
known as the Pareto front, are candidates for the ideal setup plan. For these plans, one
variable cannot be lowered without the other variable increased. When the clinical plans
are examined, it is noted that most plans are not on the Pareto front but very close to it.
As a result, the beam often ends up with unnecessary lung irradiation and/or inadequate
PTV coverage. This is a limitation of manual planning as the planner relies solely on
visual inspection to determine the beam, but it is still possible to learn about the balance
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between the two variables from the clinical plans. This balance is manifested by the
coefficient 𝑎 in Equation 1. The value of this coefficient was trained from the 20 clinical
plans in this study. Alternatively, a planner can easily increase the coefficient to increase
lung sparing or decrease the coefficient to improve PTV coverage.
There are several options for the planner to select for the setup plan: the use of
collimator rotation and initial MLC. The optimized setup plan can be imported into
Eclipse and used for manual or automatic dose painting. As a standalone program, a
planner can use the automatic beam setup program to help determine the beam
parameters. The dose painting can be done either manually or with the automatic
fluence optimization program.
The calculation time of the optimal setup plan is under one minute, and the total
planning time using the auto-planning system is several minutes. Compared with
several hours of manual planning time in the clinic, the auto-planning system can
significantly reduce the workload of the dosimetrists and increase the efficiency in the
clinic. The plan quality is also comparable to clinical plans.

4.2 Limitations of the Program
First, as the program is designed to adapt to a variety of patients, the size of
current training cases could be further expanded in future study. In addition, the
catheter detection algorithm works for similar patient setup. For example, if the lateral
catheter falls outside the ROI or has low HU values in simulation CT images, the
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program will be unable to detect it. Since the program is based on patients treated at
DUMC, it may not work for other institutions where the planning procedure is different.
Second, the calculation of the objective function depends on the accurate
contours of the PTV and the OARs. At some institutions, the breast PTV is not contoured
for WBRT. For these cases, the optimization cannot proceed because the objective
function cannot be calculated. Also, the dose to OARs other than the ipsilateral lung and
the heart is not considered in the objective function, such as the contralateral breast and
the spinal cord, although the dose to distant structures is generally very small.
Another limitation is that the calculation process employed some
approximations, which added to small uncertainties in the objective function. For
instance, the superior and inferior field divergence is not taken into account. When
viewed in axial slices on Eclipse, the volume in the field decreases near the superior and
inferior field borders. In the calculation, all voxels anterior to the central axis are
counted. This approximation affects several of the most superior and inferior axial slices
in the field. It has no influence on the PTV coverage calculation since the fields have
enough superior and inferior margins for the breast PTV. The irradiated volume of the
lung may be underestimated if the lung contour extends to these slices. However, since
the approximation is applied to all automatic plans, the optimization process is not
affected.
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When calculating the deep field border for plans with initial MLC, only the MLC
leaf positions of the medial field are used. For automatic plans, the MLCs are generated
according to the structure projection on the DRR plane. As the source positions are
different for the medial field and the lateral field, their leaf positions would have small
differences. However, the differences are so small that they cannot affect the outcome.
When comparing the plan quality between the clinical plans and the automatic
plans, it is notable that the automatic plans generally have better PTV coverage (Figure
19) but higher high dose volume (Figure 24) and higher maximal point dose (Figure 23).
To some extent, the dose distribution can be adjusted by the normalization value. If the
planner wants to decrease the maximum dose at the expense of some PTV coverage, a
higher normalization value should be used and vice versa.
One drawback limiting the planning time is that the auto-planning system is not
fully integrated into the treatment planning system. Currently, the data transfer between
the TPS and the auto-planning system is achieved with importing and exporting
DICOM files in Eclipse. This would increase the planning time and the possibility of
human error as it requires some user input.

4.3 Future Work
The future directions of this research project are to achieve fully automated
treatment planning for WBRT and improve the flexibility and performance of the
program. Currently, the beam optimization still depends on the contours drawn by
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physicians. One future project could be the automatic contouring of the breast PTV and
the OARs. Since the anatomy of the breast is relatively simple, it is possible to design a
program that can automatically delineate the relevant structures for WBRT. The
combination of automatic contouring, beam optimization, and fluence optimization will
be able to achieve fully automated treatment planning for WBRT.
This study aims to develop an automatic beam setup program for tangential
beams only treatment setup. The study can be further expanded to apply to WBRT with
nodal involvement, in which the tangential beams are aligned with an SCV beam. The
beam optimization method used for simple tangential fields can also be used for this
type of beam arrangement. Additional clinical cases with SCV beams are needed to
develop and test this functionality. Since the program is developed based on Varian’s
TrueBeam linac and the Eclipse TPS, modifications of the code are needed for it to be
compatible with other machines and treatment planning systems.
The concepts used in the objective function may be applicable for other disease
sites; however, the optimization process needs to be redesigned. WBRT requires only
one beam to be determined as the two beams are parallel opposed; the beams have clear
guidelines, such as catheters, to generate an initial beam. For other sites, the number and
orientation of beams have more degrees of freedom. The relative positions of the PTV(s)
and OARs are also more unpredictable. Thus, more sophisticated programming is
needed for other disease sites.
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To further reduce the planning time with the auto-planning system, it is
desirable that the system is integrated into the Eclipse TPS as an API. Without the file
exporting and importing, the treatment planning process will be more streamlined. This
can also increase the usability of the system in the clinic.
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5. Conclusion
An automatic beam setup program for whole breast radiation therapy is
developed in this study. By calculating the geometric field coverage of the PTV and
OARs, optimized beams can be generated within one minute. For 20 cases, the setup
plan with optimized beams achieved a good balance between PTV coverage and OAR
sparing by optimizing the gantry angles and isocenter location. Working in conjunction
with the fluence optimization program, this auto-planning system is able to learn from
previous clinical plans and create a high-quality automatic breast ECOMP plan adapted
to the patient’s anatomy. The treatment planning process no longer depends on the
expertise of the planner. For all 20 clinical cases included in this study, the automatic
plans created by this system have overall equivalent quality as the clinical plans. The
planning time of the auto-planning system (several minutes) is significantly reduced
compared with manual planning (several hours), and the plan quality is more
consistent.
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Appendix
Table 2: Dosimetric Features of the Clinical Plans.
* Average value of 20 plans
Pt ID

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Avg*

PTV
V90%
(%)
99.84
99.56
99.75
99.26
99.92
99.60
98.45
99.95
99.53
100.00
99.72
96.43
99.32
95.35
96.00
99.06
94.84
96.04
92.63
98.35
98.180

PTV
V95%
(%)
98.24
98.91
98.01
97.85
98.80
99.02
96.60
99.78
99.30
99.65
98.30
95.07
96.48
94.36
94.08
96.80
93.76
94.32
90.48
97.07
96.844

Lung
V16Gy
(%)
15.63
17.43
14.64
16.81
12.05
16.78
14.38
15.59
9.71
10.15
14.92
12.84
12.08
12.37
9.04
18.06
6.42
9.82
16.65
17.36
13.637

Lung
V8Gy
(%)
22.04
22.57
19.86
21.27
15.93
21.73
20.04
20.35
13.29
14.09
19.79
16.99
15.82
16.11
13.76
23.55
10.07
14.33
22.80
22.21
18.330

Lung
V4Gy
(%)
34.42
32.24
31.26
29.28
23.46
31.34
30.38
30.04
21.13
22.44
30.25
25.28
25.10
23.55
23.34
34.22
18.36
24.16
36.22
31.69
27.908
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Heart
Max
Mean
Dose
(% Rx) (% Rx)
1.2
108.6
0.7
107.8
3.7
109.8
1.7
108.6
7.3
109.7
0.9
109.1
4.6
108.0
0.6
108.8
1.8
109.8
0.8
106.2
1.5
109.7
0.9
108.2
1.8
106.2
2.6
108.3
2.3
107.8
2.5
106.2
0.9
109.8
1.1
109.4
1.9
109.2
1.0
106.0
1.99
108.36

Body
V105%
(cc)
104.99
24.43
122.08
11.76
142.36
53.35
77.50
90.10
116.99
11.32
92.48
19.84
9.64
127.69
131.13
20.67
103.09
191.71
139.66
9.67
80.023

CI

1.88
1.68
1.54
1.59
1.63
1.65
1.50
1.87
1.76
1.67
1.63
1.62
1.52
1.23
1.16
1.65
1.48
1.31
1.38
1.51
1.564

Table 3: Dosimetric features of the automatic plans.
* Average value of 20 plans
Pt ID

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Avg*

PTV
V90%
(%)
99.34
99.94
98.93
99.47
98.91
99.65
98.05
99.32
98.07
99.28
98.94
98.92
98.87
97.76
99.07
99.20
98.85
99.00
98.70
98.81
98.954

PTV
V95%
(%)
97.28
99.32
97.14
98.45
97.31
99.13
96.07
98.88
97.37
98.58
97.22
98.09
96.54
96.48
97.73
97.71
98.41
97.94
96.02
98.19
97.693

Lung
V16Gy
(%)
6.69
16.62
10.24
15.49
9.24
16.44
12.20
11.93
7.62
4.73
12.95
13.24
10.76
12.22
12.32
20.09
8.34
14.91
18.38
17.10
12.576

Lung
V8Gy
(%)
11.31
22.04
14.50
19.85
12.85
21.45
16.58
16.47
11.25
7.94
17.92
17.36
14.55
15.46
16.89
26.22
12.47
20.34
23.86
22.26
17.079

Lung
V4Gy
(%)
22.17
32.45
24.82
28.26
20.37
32.24
26.82
25.77
19.52
15.45
29.55
25.45
23.98
22.64
27.52
38.58
21.98
32.06
36.54
32.80
26.949
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Heart
Mean
(%Rx)
1.0
0.9
3.9
2.2
4.9
1.0
3.0
0.5
1.6
0.7
1.7
1.1
1.9
4.5
3.0
2.7
1.1
1.5
2.8
1.1
2.06

Max
Body
Dose
V105%
(% Rx)
(cc)
106.5
25.68
108.5
30.20
109.6
199.33
107.1
18.79
109.8
165.00
109.9
51.43
108.8
109.97
111.2
76.12
109.6
83.90
107.8
43.64
109.6
163.32
107.3
7.71
108.6
72.65
109.1
65.12
110.6
295.34
108.9
152.02
111.1
157.94
111.2
390.11
108.8
48.06
108.8
45.70
109.14 110.102

CI

1.36
1.59
1.41
1.56
1.52
1.63
1.27
1.62
1.67
1.43
1.73
1.85
1.55
1.22
1.30
1.70
1.66
1.56
1.39
1.54
1.528
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